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ABSTRACT

In Krutha Yuga there were no corruption people never tells lies, no cheating, no gambling, no dishonesty, and were

committed to the words and no written documents to that effect. Contrary to that, in Kali Yuga, people are dishonest, tell

lies, are full of corruption, and scams are seen even at the Government level. People are greedy for money and accumulate

treasure more than they need. People preserve the treasure of all kinds, it will lose even for 10 generations. On the other

hand, people are very poor and they struggle for food on a day-to-day basis. The rich people blame always poor people

and by creating evidence, they prove that they are culprits and easily escape the threat which lies on them. They purchase

the honest people through corruption and showing ambitions of money and other treasures.

This corruption is rooted even in Courts, Ministers, and Government Officers, including Legal Departments,

Lokayukta, CID, COD, and other Government agencies. Poor people have to suffer on account of this. They cannot fight

because they need money, which is a crucial component to move further. Who will take the corrective measures to prevent

this corruption is a big question? We will describe with two case studies how corruption will take place.
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INTRODUCTION

Vedic time is divided into 4 parts called

 Krutha Yuga

 Treta Yuga

 Dwapara Yuga and

 Kali Yuga

The First One is Called Krutha Yuga where Sriman Narayana Avathara. People are very honest and devote

time to Vedic Chanting and they get what they want by chanting mantras. Everybody is happy including the animals or

insects. They use to share as co-operations among the community. God is taking care of everything.
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The Last One is Called Kali Yuga where the Sriman Kalki avatar is to be taken place and it will take several

lakhs of years. At the beginning of this Yuga itself, people are killing other persons for their survival, dishonest,

corruption, forming the group to mischievous behaviours and will prove the honest is dishonest by purchasing the people

with money or by corruption. Judges on many occasions in the court gave judgment against his conscious it may be of

various reasons such as no evidence available, or he may be under threat of life, or greedy to make money and collects

bribe in huge quantity and takes a risk and gives judgment in favour of the bribed party.

Many people forge documents and sell them to others illegally, favour the job by taking money and will cheat

with fake documents. They create a vicious circle to cheat the people and in general public during the day itself. If a person

is staying in one house in a prime location and this is required for a rich person. He influences all sorts to vacate from that

place such as inserting owl in the house, the crow is a bad sign to enter the house, the snake which is a dangerous animal it

will bite hence he may vacate the house. Some rowdy elements who drink and smoke create nuisance in front of their

houses and the tortures they cannot sustain and they will vacate the house and then these people will occupy the house at

free of cost.

Few Authors View this Corruption

Sara Devi

1985,"Corruption Influences Illegal Activities" Printed and Published in Sara Printers and Publishers Ltd, France, Page No.

1, 14, and 31 explains that a greedy person needs to create wealth and hence he voluntarily involves with corruption which

is an illegal activity.

Sharanya Mathaji

2005, "Corruption Favours Unreasonable Dos” Printed at Prasanta Tarafdar Printers and Published by Pampa Publications,

North Paragana, West Bengal, India, Page No. 1, 4, 5, 8& 9, says money taking from somebody must do the favourism out

of the way or by legal means or overturn basis.

Shakila Banu

2012, “Violate the Law for Some Exchange of Kind or Money” Printed at Guljar Bhanu Printers and Published by Asma

Banu & Afiya Banu Publications at Hassan. A bribe is accepted by a person who has to do compulsory the job for which

he has taken a bribe. Many times this may be honesty or sometimes dishonesty in that case money will not be returned and

it is at risk.

Abdul Bashir

2017, “Money Makes Many Things” printed at Mansoor Ahmed Printers and Published at Sameer Khan & Suheeb Pasha

Publications, Nayandahalli Page No. 1, 4, 7& 30. You will get which is impossible through money. Reserve the seat by

giving extra money, get a seat for medical on management quota in advance, get a government job pay to PA to Minister

you will get it. Even if you do not get hired a person no problem without money do not give any appointment such a worst

condition at present in India.
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Case Study Appointment of Police Sub-Inspector in Karnataka-A Big Scam

Karnataka State Government wanted to fill up the vacant posts in the department of Police as Sub-Inspector along with

some other posts. There were 545 posts which is published in the leading Newspapers viz., Times of India, Vijaya

Karnataka, Vijayavani, Deccan Herald, The Hindu, Prajavani, Kannada Prabha, etc., for video publicity to reach the entire

state of Karnataka including the remote area starting from Bidar to Chamarajnagar, from North to South and Udupi,

Karvar, Mangalore to Kalburgi, Bangalore from West to East.

Here we are focusing on Kalburgi which is the hub area for full corruption and deals. The candidates have applied

for the said post of PSI. Thousands in numbers but the post is restricted to 545. The scrutiny person who is the first person

involved in corruption and with the given address in the application form and with phone numbers will be handed over to

the middlemen to establish contact between the Government Officials and the candidates who are aspiring for the post

without taking any risk for not getting the post. The candidates will agree to meet the middlemen where the deal will

happen in a remote and unknown place. According to the newspaper information the deal leads to One Crore or even more

but not less than 80 Lakhs. Out of these 80 Lakhs per person amount will be shared among the Ministers, Police Top

Officials, Bureaucrats, Recruitment Heads, and their entire staff including Government Officials. This will not end up at

this stage.

The first rank candidate who is grumbling and opposing to re-conduct of the examination is absconding and the

government investigating agency is searching for her. Why she is disappearing if she is honest? She gives more money

hence she got the first rank in the examination. According to the information in the Newspaper, all the 545 PSI posts are

sold successfully and the other people are waiting for the next advertisement.

In another incident, a police constable celebrated after the successful conduct of examination and wore the dress of PSI and

celebrated without even completing the recruitment process. How he is aware that he will be selected? This information

clearly shows that they are all involved in corruption.

The candidates will be given special instructions to follow on their part, on the other hand, the middlemen's work

will start. Getting role numbers to the specific examination centres after collecting the 50% of the agreed amount. The

amount will be shared among the examination centre head and the owner of the college where the examination will take

place. The Hall Tickets will be generated in the name of shuffling the candidates to curb the corruption is it true? Not at all.

The candidates then will be asked for full payment some people will ask them to give cash on hand and sometimes they

take money on money transfer through Net Banking, NEFT, RTGS, Phone Pay, UTI, etc. and further instructions will be

given to the candidates not to leak out this information to anybody and because of fear they shut their mouth eagerly

waiting for their appointment orders.

The candidates will be asked to meet the middlemen who will supply the Blue Tooth which is an electronic device

that makes you hear the sound properly without any disturbances. These assigned candidates will be permitted to enter the

examination hall much before the other common man who has not been involved in this activity. The Supervisor will be

asked to distribute the questions of sets A, B, C, D, and E to the specific candidates and they will be operated from a

remote area to give suitable answers where there are no slightest disturbances. The subject experts will give the answers

along with the question number at least three times repetition say for example question Number 60, question number 60,

question number 60 the answer for this 60th question is (a), Chalukyas, repeat (a) Chalukyas, once again repeat (a)
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Chalukyas which is the right answer to that question. Just like for small kids the classroom teaches three times any word or

line to make them understand clearly. In the same way, the experts will repeat three times the questions and three times the

answers in a clear voice and also slowly by allowing them to mark the answers with sufficient time in the OMR Sheet. The

question numbers will be shuffled in the group's A, B, C, D and E.

Hence different persons will be allotted to each group. But the questions are the same for example A Group

person's question number maybe 21 for B Group papers and 41 questions may be for C Group C 61 questions may be for

Group D81 questions may be for Group E or it may be internally rearranged. The same question papers of all the groups

will reach to these subject experts to give the answers to the candidates at least 3 hours in advance. How these question

papers will reach the subject experts before the commencement of the examination is in question. Normally the question

papers shall be cut open in front of the students as it is sealed and opened in front of them and they take signatures from the

candidates from that hall where the examination is being held. Candidates will fill up the OMR Sheet and extra time will

be given to them for one hour to fill up the other gaps after they close the CCTV footage.

Normally examinations will be conducted in the rooms where CCTV footage is available to monitor the students.

Hence after the examination, the CCTV will be switched off to help the students who are involved in corruption and get

good marks to be on the merit. The candidates will never answer unless the instructions from the subject experts. They do

not answer even a single question as they concentrate only on the instructions. After completing the examination OMR

Sheet will be handed over to the Supervisor at the examination centre. Who will return handover the same to the controller

of the examination? He will never ask why so late he simply accepts and packs put his signature and dispatch the same to

the destined place. The rest will take care of themselves as the candidates are on the merit list. This is the latest technology

application for corruption.

What were they doing Earlier before this Blue Tooth Comes into Existence Let us See below

The candidates who give money will be given clear instructions to fill up out of 300 only 10 marks questions and he spends

time all along the end of the examination. He will write his name and code number along with enrolment or register

number with codes. In this case, the question paper will not be available to the subject experts as electronic devices are

prohibited for the examination they cannot operate from this method. In this case, the candidates will be handed over the

OMR Sheet in the examination centre as others will do the same way. The room invigilator will wait for further

instructions from his superiors he says he will come and collect the OMR Sheet please be in the rooms only. As per the

instructions, the room invigilator will stay in the room. The middlemen will enter the room and count the documents, then

the invigilator will be asked to go. There afterward the OMR Sheet will be given to the students who have paid money and

will stand outside and re-enter the room and now the subject experts will give the answer. Then the candidates will fill up

the other blank spaces for questions within one hour and submit the OMR Sheets which will be packed and sent to the

destination.

In the above methods a lot of people involvement is necessary otherwise the destined task cannot be achieved.

This is a dangerous method as some may leak out the information or methods if they are not happy with the share of the

amount. To avoid involving many people in this corruption system. Hence some people will use other techniques. This

corruption method is easy to follow for both the candidates and the middlemen and government officials.
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The candidate who has been given money will be asked to fill up the OMR Sheet and leave the blank and not to

answer any questions. Only the signature register number and the room invigilator's signature. The person who is sitting

adjacent will think why this fellow is not writing any answers and he assumes that he will not pass the examination at this

time. He will hand over the OMR Sheet and walk out of the examination hall. Now the middlemen will appear outside the

examination in the previously earmarked place, the candidate will hand over the carbon copy of the OMR Sheet along with

a pen or ballpoint pen whatever he used to mark the answers or put his signature and register number. Now the candidate

does not have any evidence of what he has written in the examination centre.

The key answers will be released by the examination authority. The candidate has no information whether he got

good marks or not till the final result announces. Finally, the candidate will see the result that he is eligible for the next

level or see the result pass with a percentage. The candidate is also not aware of what is happening in this process who and

how do they do a million dollars question? Here the middlemen will not meet the candidates directly. Neither he is aware

of the name and contact details of the person who involves in this nor the procedure they follow to clear the examination.

In this case, the candidate has to remit money in cash form only by trust. Otherwise, the other party will not take money in

any other form because they may get caught with evidence.

CORRECTIVE MEASURES

 OMR Sheet while handing over to the invigilator how many answers the candidates has filled is to be filled in the

top of the page compulsory and it is checked by room invigilator.

 In all the examination centres, metal and electronic device detectors should be placed compulsory.

 A private recruitment agency may be appointed to conduct the test in two different locations on two different

dates.

 The candidates have to submit the entire family members' bank details along with the application form as

mandatory and after the selection process is completed specially monitor the bank accounts which are linked to

Aadhar Card. And the same may be collected from the bank the transactions for 6 months further.

 In India, everybody household has to declare their family assets including the gold or any kind including the

movable or immovable assets if they want to apply for government jobs otherwise bar them to apply for

government jobs.

 All government officials have to declare their assets to the government along with their source of income not

leaving their family relatives and friends whether officers or non-officers including Group D workers.

 Many times, only subordinates will become victims and they will be removed. Mercilessly remove the officer-in-

charge for illegal dealings. This already exists but is not effective.

 People from IIM, IISC and IIT experts may be used in the government appointment process and they should be

given free hands and no dictated terms to select the person from the pressure.

 If the government needs development, they shall give priority to the real hard-working merit people and sincere

and honest.
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 Some trusted private agencies shall be given the assignment to monitor the work of government officials.

Otherwise, whatever they do that is final.

 Government officials, first of all, who are not available in their seats, will be taken away for coffee where the

corruption deals will start. Political influences on the known people favour obstacles to the real work.

 If the candidates pass the examination honestly, then fellows from IIM, IISC, IIT, or brilliant agencies may

conduct the screening further then the real person will get selected.

At present corruption is occupied in all the places including registration of sites, get plan sanctions, getting water

connection, recruitment, etc. whatever the government officials say is the final and no verification from the back end of

their work. Till the completion of workhouse construction, the officials will wait and there afterward demand money

otherwise they refer to demolition. How many houses are illegal in the state? What these officials from the government are

doing? Stop releasing payments if they do not do their work properly everybody is aware that the government will

regularize all illegal activities after some time.

Hence corruption cannot be stopped. If the present situation continues or otherwise the entire government officials

instead of transforming them immediately should be dismissed if they are found in illegal activities. Government has to

appoint a private agency to monitor the government officials without fail then they get afraid. Because they get a

government job, and government salary, the court also protects if you dismiss from the services, they might have to the

government job by giving bribes and hence they want to recollect the same and hence they involve with corruption.

Government Officials know how to make the merit of the desired candidates without giving any clue to anybody.

Can we Expect Rama Rajya Once Again?
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